List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.

- **Afghanistan post 2014: power configurations and evolving trajectories**/ by Rajen Harshe (ed) & Dhananjay Tripathi (ed). New Delhi: Routledge, 2016 [958.1 HAR (058581)]
- **Democratisation of Myanmar**/ by Nehginpao Kipgen. New Delhi: Routledge, 2016 [321.80954 KIP (058582)]
- **Laal lakeer**/ by Hridayesh Joshi. Noida: Harper Collins Publisher India, 2016 [809.3 JOS (058583)]
- **Collected works of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel (15 Volume Set)**/ by P N Chopra (ed). New Delhi: Konark Publishers Pvt Ltd, 2015 [954.035 CHO (058584-058598)]
- **Turmoil in West Asia: the sectarian divide shapes regional competitions**/ by Talmiz Ahmad. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [355.03095 AHM (058599)]
- **Turmoil in West Asia: the sectarian divide shapes regional competitions**/ by Talmiz Ahmad. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [355.03095 AHM (058600)]
- **Enhancing energy security in rural Tanzania: examples of decentralized rural energy approaches from India**/ by Ian Shanghvi. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [333.790678 SHA (058601)]
- **Enhancing energy security in rural Tanzania: examples of decentralized rural energy approaches from India**/ by Ian Shanghvi. New Delhi: IDSA, 2016 [333.790678 SHA (058602)]
- **Multi-party democracy in the Maldives and the emerging security environment in Indian Ocean Region**/ by Anand Kumar. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2016 [320.905495 KUM (058603)]
- **Multi-party democracy in the Maldives and the emerging security environment in Indian Ocean Region**/ by Anand Kumar. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2016 [320.905495 KUM (058604)]
- **Indigenisation: key to self-sufficiency and strategic capability, global defence industrialisation and re-modeling the Indian programme**/ by Ranjit Ghosh. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2016 [338.47355054 GHO (058605)]
- Indigenisation: key to self-sufficiency and strategic capability, global defence industrialisation and re-modeling the Indian programme/ by Ranjit Ghosh. New Delhi: Pentagon Press, 2016 [338.47355054 GHO (058606)]
- Routledge handbook of terrorism research/ by Alex P Schmid (ed). Oxon: Routledge, 2013 [363.325 SCH (058608)].
- Oxford handbook of political ideologies/ by Michael Freeden (ed), Lyman Tower Sargent (ed) and Marc Stears (ed). Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015 [320.5 FRE (058614)].
- Standing guard: a year in opposition/ by P Chidambaram. New Delhi: Rupa Publications India Pvt Ltd, 2016 [320.654 CHI (058617)].
- Islam, democracy and cosmopolitanism: at home and in the world/ by Ali Mirsepassi and Tadd Graham Fernee. Delhi: Cambridge University Press, 2016 [321.80917 MIR (058621)].
- After the fall: Sri Lanka in victory and war/ by Mohan K Tikku. New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2016 [954.93032 TIK (058622)].
- Islam and the state in Myanmar: muslim-buddhist relations and the politics of belonging/ by Melissa Crouch (ed). New Delhi: Oxford University Press, 2016 [322.1 CRO (058623)]
- New South Asia security: six core relations underpinning regional security/ by Chris Ogden (ed). New Delhi: Orient BlackSwan Pvt Ltd, 2016 [355.03305 OGD (058625)]
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